Although it has long been established that the amino acid sequence encodes the fold of a protein, how individual proteins arrive at their final conformation is still difficult to predict, especially for oligomeric structures. Here, we present a comprehensive characterization of oligomeric species of cyanovirin-N that all are formed by a polypeptide chain with the identical amino acid sequence. Structures of the oligomers were determined by X-ray crystallography, and each one exhibits 3D domain swapping. One unique 3D domainswapped structure is observed for the trimer, while for both dimer and tetramer, two different 3D domain-swapped structures were obtained. In addition to the previously identified hinge-loop region of the 3D domain-swapped dimer, which resides between strands β5 and β6 in the middle of the polypeptide sequence, another hinge-loop region is observed between strands β7 and β8 in the structures. Plasticity in these two regions allows for variability in dihedral angles and concomitant differences in chain conformation that results in the differently 3D domain-swapped multimers. Based on all of the different structures, we propose possible folding pathways for this protein. Altogether, our results illuminate the amazing ability of cyanovirin-N to proceed down different folding paths and provide general insights into oligomer formation via 3D domain swapping.
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CV-N | NMR spectroscopy | protein folding | X-ray structures P roteins must correctly fold into their native three-dimensional (3D) structures to function, and folding defects often lead to proteinaceous aggregates that can be toxic to cells (1) (2) (3) (4) . Indeed, several human diseases are associated with nonnative protein depositions (5) , such as β-amyloid in Alzheimer's disease (6, 7) , α-synuclein in Parkinson disease (8, 9) , prion in Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (10, 11) , and huntingtin in Huntington disease (12, 13) . In contrast, some proteins associate into native assemblies forming either folded oligomers or dynamic and reversible "liquid-like" assemblies that may act as signaling hubs, such as P bodies (14, 15) . Thus, it may be prudent to distinguish assemblies either as aggregates or oligomers. In fact, a large number of cellular proteins are found to be oligomeric, either composed of a single type of monomer or different monomers (16, 17) , with many functional advantages in the multimeric state, compared with a monomeric state: larger binding surfaces, increased number of binding sites for particular ligands, higher concentration of active sites, coupling of active sites, and opportunities for allosteric regulation as well as economic ways for establishing higher order complexity (18, 19) . Here, we investigated assemblies of cyanovirin-N (CV-N), a protein that possesses the ability to oligomerize via 3D domain swapping. The P51G CV-N variant was chosen, given its high stability in both its monomeric and dimeric forms and extensive biochemical and biophysical characterization (20) (21) (22) (23) .
Three-dimensional domain swapping is a unique mechanism by which proteins oligomerize (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) . The terminology was formally introduced in 1995 by Eisenberg and coworkers, who defined domain swapping as a replacement of one portion of a protein fold with an identical piece from a second molecule in the 3D atomic structure (24) . In this manner, a dimer is formed in which reciprocal exchange of structural elements between the two molecules occurs. Three-dimensional domain swapping can also lead to higher oligomers, in particular when the exchange is propagated along multiple identical polypeptides. In either case, certain pertinent features appear to be present: (i) the exchangeable element often resides at the ends of the chain and is connected to the remaining chain by a hinge-loop region, and (ii) 3D domain swapping, both in vitro and in vivo, occurs more readily at high protein concentrations.
Currently, over 40 proteins are known that exhibit 3D domain swapping (30) . The classical example is ribonuclease A (RNase A) (31) . This enzyme is particularly interesting because of its ability to adopt a number of different 3D domain-swapped structures. The first two X-ray structures that were reported are two 3D domainswapped dimers, one in which the N-terminal region is exchanged (32) and another in which the C terminus is swapped (33) . Given RNase A's ability to "double domain swap" (i.e., use both the N-and the C-terminal regions for swapping), it can form two different 3D domain-swapped trimers, a major and a minor trimer (34) . For the major trimer, it was assumed that the central molecule exchanges both the N-and the C-terminal regions with the equivalent regions of the second and the third monomers. The structure of the minor trimer has been determined and shows 3D domain swapping only via the C-terminal region, creating a cyclic structure (34) . In addition, tetramers or even higher oligomers have been reported for RNase A (35) (36) (37) (38) , and four different structural models for the tetramer have been proposed: two linear ones, a propeller-like structure, and a cyclic tetramer (29, 35) . Unfortunately, as for the major trimer, no atomic structures for any of these higher oligomers have been reported.
CV-N, a potent HIV-inactivating protein (39) , was found to domain swap by exchanging an entire half of the molecule, with residues Q50-N53 serving as the hinge-loop region (40, 41) . The amino acid sequence of CV-N comprises two highly similar repeats, residues 1-50 (sequence repeat 1; SR1) and residues 51-101 (SR2) (42) . In solution, a monomeric structure was observed (42) , whereas in the crystal a 3D domain-swapped dimer was found (40, 41, 43) . In the X-ray structure, a "pseudomonomer" is formed by residues 1-50 of one chain and 51-101 of another chain. Hence, each pseudomonomer shares the same fold as the native monomer, as well as very similar hydrophobic and charge interactions. Unlike RNase A, however, CV-N was not yet known to oligomerize into 3D domain-swapped higher multimers.
Here, we present structural data for five different species of the P51G CV-N variant. The five species are two dimers, a trimer, and two tetramers. All are stable over long periods of time, both at 4°C and room temperature, and their X-ray structures were solved using the pseudomonomeric structure of wild-type CV-N [Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID code 3EZM) as a search model (40) . The trimer and tetramer structures are doubly domain-swapped and reveal an additional, previously not observed hinge-loop region. In the monomer, this is the loop that connects strands β7 and β8, in particular residues R76-Q78. Inspection of the different structures prompted us to suggest possible folding intermediates that may reside on the folding landscape for CV-N. Altogether, our results illustrate the plasticity of the CV-N protein, and possibly proteins in general, shedding light on the conformational determinants for oligomerization via 3D domain swapping, as well as providing further clues for reconstructing initial folding events by computational approaches.
Results and Discussion
Folding and Isolation of Four Different P51G CV-N Species. We previously observed that wild-type CV-N eluted as monomer, dimer, and higher order aggregates during size exclusion chromatography on a Superdex75 column upon denaturing/refolding (41) . In addition, for the production of dimer in amounts sufficient for analysis, unfolding and refolding of the purified monomeric protein at high concentration (>0.3 mM) was required. In this manner, ∼40% of the refolded protein could be partitioned into the dimeric form (41) . Here, we used the P51G CV-N variant and observed similar behavior: unfolding and refolding of this protein at a concentration of 0.4 mM (Fig. 1A , blue chromatogram) resulted in a Superdex75 column profile comparable to that previously seen for wild-type protein (41) . As expected, a similar protocol at much higher monomeric protein concentration (4.0 mM) resulted in significant amounts of both dimeric and higher oligomeric forms (Fig. 1A, red chromatogram) . Several rounds of unfolding and refolding at this high concentration permitted us to obtain each oligomer in amounts sufficient for analysis. The different multimers could be separated by size exclusion chromatography, and four different quaternary states of this P51G CV-N variant were found. We confirmed, using multiangle light scattering, that the four states were monomer, dimer, trimer, and tetramer (Fig. 1B) . We also confirmed that all species were fully folded, as judged by NMR: well-dispersed resonances in the 2D 1 H- 15 N heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) spectra are observed ( Fig. 1 C-F ; monomer, C; dimer, D; trimer, E, and tetramer, F, in blue, red, green, and magenta, respectively). Interestingly, all these oligomeric species of the P51G CV-N variant are stable over long periods of time, in contrast to our previous results with wild-type CV-N, where the swapped dimer converted to monomer at elevated temperature (37°C) overnight (44) . This enhanced stability allowed us to carry out crystallization screening of the higher order oligomers.
Crystal Structures of the P51G CV-N Dimers. The structure of wildtype CV-N, as initially determined in solution, is a monomer with an ellipsoidal shape that contained two pseudosymmetrical halves, termed domains A and B (42) . Each domain comprises a triple β-stranded sheet with a β hairpin packed on top, created via strand exchange between the two SRs encoded in CV-N. Based on this monomeric NMR structure, we constructed a monomeric model of the P51G CV-N variant ( Fig. 2A) . Naturally, this structure is very similar to the wild-type monomer and to the previously determined monomeric structures of P51G containing mutants of CV-N (21, 22) .
A 3D domain-swapped dimer structure of CV-N was first seen in the crystal (40) but also exists in solution (41) . Two different crystal forms (40, 41) resulted from two different crystallization conditions: one using sodium acetate buffer at pH 4.4 (40) and the other using N-Cyclohexyl-2-aminoethanesulfonic acid (CHES) buffer at pH 10.3 (41) , resulting in structures that are in the P3 2 21 and the P4 1 2 1 2 space groups, respectively.
In contrast to wild-type CV-N, only monomeric structures are known for two P51G variants that contain either a four-residue change in the domain A glycan binding site (22) or a five-amino acid change in the domain B glycan binding site (21) . No structural information is available to date for any oligomeric species of the P51G CV-N variant. We therefore pursued crystallization trials for the dimeric form of the P51G CV-N variant, prepared as described above. Two different dimeric structures of P51G CV-N were solved and are displayed in Fig. 2 B and C. The first structure is in the P3 2 21 space group and was refined to 1.90 Å resolution with one monomer in each asymmetric unit ( Fig. 2 B and D, designated as the P51G P3 2 21 structure). The other structure is in the P2 1 2 1 2 space group and was refined to 2.00 Å resolution with two dimers in the asymmetric unit ( Fig. 2 C and E, designated as the P51G P2 1 2 1 2 structure). Note that in the P3 2 21 crystals, two symmetrically related monomers form a dimer by 3D domain swapping, such that SR1 of one monomer interacts with SR2′ of its crystallographic symmetry mate and vice versa, and that both the P3 2 21 and P2 1 2 1 2 crystals were obtained under the same pH conditions, different from those used for the two different crystal forms of wild-type CV-N.
Comparing the structures of the P3 2 21 and the P2 1 2 1 2 3D domain-swapped dimers, no major differences in conformation or interaction within the individual pseudomonomer structures were noted. However, there is a difference in overall domain orientation, and the relative positioning of the two pseudomonomers in the two dimer structures is distinct. This is illustrated in Fig. 2F , which displays the dihedral angle difference along the polypeptide chain for both structures and the superposition of the two chains, best fitted using the first SR (residues L1-W49; Fig. 2F, Inset) . Only for the hinge-loop residue G51 and, to a much lesser degree for S52, is a significant difference noted. For all other residues, the ϕ and ψ angles are essentially indistinguishable. Since the difference in the relative orientation of the two pseudomonomer units was also previously observed in a comparison between the trigonal and tetragonal 3D domain-swapped X-ray structures of wild-type CV-N dimers (40, 41) (Fig. S1 ), as well as the solution structure (41), it is tempting to speculate that, although the change from a Pro to a Gly in the hinge region may play some role, the relative orientation of the two pseudomonomers in the X-ray structures of the 3D domain-swapped dimers is predominantly influenced by the particular lattice in which the proteins crystallized. Note that the dihedral angles for the two chains in each dimer are identical.
Crystal Structure of the P51G CV-N Trimer. The 1 H- 15 N HSQC spectrum of the P51G CV-N trimer indicated that the protein was well folded (Fig. 1E) . Comparison between the trimer spectrum and those of the monomer (Fig. 1C) and dimer (Fig. 1D) revealed that most resonance positions were very similar and that representative resonances of both sets appeared to be present. This suggested that the trimer might contain both the monomer and the domain-swapped dimer folds. In addition, we also noted resonances that are unique in the trimer spectrum. We therefore determined the structure of the P51G CV-N trimer by X-ray crystallography. The protein crystallized in the P2 1 2 1 2 1 space group, and the crystals diffracted to 2.40 Å with two trimers in the asymmetric unit. The crystallographic phase problem was solved by molecular replacement using a pseudomonomer structure, comprising residues L1-W49 of the first chain and residues F54-E101 of the second chain from the 3D domain-swapped wild-type CV-N dimer (PDB ID code 3EZM) (40) , as the molecular probe.
The trimer structure of the P51G CV-N variant (Fig. 3A ) reveals features that are not present in the 3D domain-swapped dimer structures. In the first chain (Cn1; colored in gray), a single swapped unit is observed, with the hinge residing between strands β7 and β8. This renders the C-terminal region (strand β8, helix α4, and the C-terminal β hairpin, comprised of strands β9 and β10) available for interaction with either of the two other chains of the trimer. In the second chain (Cn2; colored in red), the hinge is located between the two SRs, and each half of the polypeptide chain is available to interact with a different chain, very similar to the arrangement that is present in the 3D domainswapped P2 1 2 1 2 dimer structure. In the third chain (Cn3; colored in blue), a double 3D domain swapping event occurs, involving a hinge at the center of the chain as well as a second hinge between strands β7 and β8. Therefore, in this trimer structure, two chains are singly swapped, involving two different hinges, while the third chain undergoes a double swap, simultaneously using both of these hinges. Note that the electron density is clearly visible for all hinge-loop regions (Fig. 3D) .
The three different chain swaps result in three different pseudomonomers in the trimer. The first pseudomonomer (PM1) is formed mainly by residues of Cn1 (colored in gray) and receives the complementing C-terminal region from Cn3 (colored in blue) (Fig. 3G) . The second pseudomonomer (PM2) contains parts of all three chains: the first SR of Cn2 (colored in red) that is complemented by the helix α3 and strands β6 and β7 from Cn3 (colored in blue) and the C-terminal region (strand β8, helix α4, and C-terminal β hairpin) from Cn1 (colored in gray). Finally, the third pseudomonomer (PM3) is formed by strand exchange between the first SR of Cn3 (colored in blue) and the second SR of Cn2 (colored in red), similar to the arrangement in a 3D domainswapped dimer.
A comparison between the present P51G CV-N 3D domainswapped trimer structure and several other 3D domain-swapped trimers in the protein database reveals that for each protein different features appear to be at play. For example, in the 3D domain-swapped trimers of barnase (45) , RNase A (34), the C-terminal noncollagenous (NC1) domain of the bovine lens capsule basement membrane (LBM) (46) , and α1-antitrypsin (α1AT) (47) , each monomer undergoes the same, single swapping event. In addition, the pseudomonomers are formed with chain exchange between three polypeptides, such that the first chain donates a structural element to the second chain and accepts the missing structural element from the third chain, creating a symmetrical, cyclic 3D domain-swapped trimer. As described above, this is not the case in the P51G CV-N trimer, since all three chains undergo different exchanges, creating an asymmetrical trimer.
Crystal Structures of the P51G CV-N Tetramers. The 2D 1 H-15 N HSQC spectrum of the P51G CV-N tetramer also indicated that the protein is well folded (Fig. 1F) . Comparison of the tetramer spectrum with that of the trimer again showed little variation in resonance positions, although the peaks were significantly broader for the tetramer. Crystallization of the tetrameric sample resulted in two different 3D domain-swapped tetramer structures. The crystals belonging to the P2 1 2 1 2 1 space group diffracted to 2.00 Å, and the C2 space group crystals diffracted to 1.92 Å. In both cases, only one tetramer is present per asymmetric unit.
The P2 1 2 1 2 1 tetramer structure (Fig. 3B) is composed of four chains that swap structural elements in two different fashions. Two of the chains (Cn2 and Cn4; colored in red and orange, respectively) undergo a single swapping event using the hinge between the two SRs. This is essentially the same as observed in the 3D domain-swapped P2 1 2 1 2 dimer structure (Fig. 2C ) and in the second chain of the trimer structure (Fig. 3A) . The other two chains (Cn1 and Cn3; colored in light blue and purple, respectively) α1  α2  α3  α4   α1  α2  α3  α4   α1  α2  α3  α4   α1  α2  α3  α4   β1 β2 β3  β6 β7 β8  β4 β5  β9 β10   β1 β2 β3  β6 β7 β8  β4 β5  β9 β10   SR1  SR2  SR1  SR2   β1 β2 β3  β6 β7 β8  β4 β5  β9 β10 β1 β2 β3 β6 β7 β8 β4 β5 β9 β10 undergo a double swap, with hinges at the junction between the two SRs and at the turn between strands β7 and β8. Clear electron density is visible for all hinge-loop regions involved in 3D domain swapping (Fig. 3E) . Note that the conformations of Cn1 and Cn3 are identical but slightly different from the doubly swapped chain (Cn3) of the trimer (Figs. S2 and S3) . Thus, the pseudomonomers in the P2 1 2 1 2 1 tetramer are created by strand exchange involving either two or three chains (Fig. 3H) . Pseudomonomer PM1 contains the first SR of Cn1 (colored in light blue) and the second SR of Cn4 (colored in orange). Similarly, PM3 is formed by the first SR of Cn3 (colored in purple) and the second repeat sequence of Cn2 (colored in red). The other two pseudomonomers, PM2 and PM4, contain strand exchanges involving three chains. PM2 is composed of the first SR of Cn2 (colored in red), complemented by helix α3, strands β6 and β7 of Cn3 (colored in purple), and the C-terminal region of Cn1 (colored in light blue). Similarly, PM4 is created by strand exchange between the first SR of Cn4 (colored in orange), helix α3 and strands β6 and β7 from Cn1 (colored in light blue), and the C-terminal region of Cn3 (colored in purple). Note that in this arrangement, PM1 is topologically equivalent to PM3, and PM2 to PM4. Interestingly, PM1 is linked to PM4, and PM4 to PM2, which in turn is linked to PM3. Therefore, in this P2 1 2 1 2 1 tetramer, it is possible to walk from PM1 back to PM1 via all pseudomonomers (PM1 ⇔ PM4 ⇔ PM2 ⇔ PM3 ⇔ PM2 ⇔ PM4 ⇔ PM1), although there is no direct connection between PM1 and PM3.
Different from the P2 1 2 1 2 1 3D domain-swapped tetramer structure, the C2 tetramer is simply made up of four similar chains that exhibit strand exchange in a double swap at the hinge between the SRs as well as the turn between strands β7 and β8 (Fig. 3C) . Electron density for all hinge-loop regions is clearly observed and displayed in Fig. 3F . In this structure, each of the four pseudomonomers in the C2 tetramer contains three different chains (Fig.  3I) . PM1 contains the first SR of Cn1 (colored in green) that is complemented by helix α3 and strands β6 and β7 from Cn2 (colored in azure blue) and the C-terminal region from Cn4 (colored in yellow). PM2 contains first SR of Cn2 (colored in azure blue), helix α3 and strands β6 and β7 from Cn1 (colored in green), and the C-terminal region from Cn3 (colored in pink). PM3 and PM4 are made up in analogous fashion (Fig. 3I) . In this manner, a mutual exchange of helix α3 and strands β6 and β7 therefore occurs between PM1 and PM2 and between PM3 and PM4. Similarly, the C-terminal region (strand β8, helix α4, and the C-terminal β hairpin) is mutually exchanged between PM2 and PM3 and between PM1 and PM4. Note that Cn1 is identical to Cn2 and Cn3 to Cn4 (Fig. S2) . However, Cn1 (or Cn2) is slightly different from Cn3 (or Cn4) or the doubly swapped chains in the trimer and the P2 1 2 1 2 1 tetramer (Figs. S2 and S3) .
The possibility of forming 3D domain-swapped tetramers has previously been suggested for other proteins, such as RNase A, and two different tetramers of RNase A have been proposed (35) . However, there is no structural information available for any of these tetramers up to now. On the other hand, for the B1 domain of streptococcal protein G (GB1), structures of the 3D domainswapped tetramer were determined both by NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography, with the solution and crystal structures being very similar (48) . However, the pertinent features of the 3D domain-swapped GB1 tetramer and the C2 tetramer of P51G CV-N are quite distinct: GB1 forms an intertwined tetramer via intermolecular strand exchange involving all four chains, creating a symmetric tetramer, while the current C2 tetramer, although also symmetric, is formed by intermolecular strand exchange involving only three chains. In addition, the C2 tetramer of P51G CV-N was formed by a protein with the identical amino acid sequence as the monomer, dimers, and trimer, while the GB1 tetramer contained several hydrophobic core mutations, compared with wild-type GB1. Third, a pseudomonomer unit is present in the C2 tetramer, while no pseudomonomeric GB1 unit can be discerned in the GB1 tetramer.
Folding Pathways for CV-N. Based on the different individual polypeptide chain structures within the dimeric, trimeric, and tetrameric arrangements of P51G CV-N, we propose a possible folding pathway for CV-N into its monomeric structure (Fig. 4) . Starting from the linear chain, an intermediate can form, in which strands β1 and β2 or β6 and β7 come together, creating two individual two-stranded sheets. At this stage, it is also likely that the two β-hairpins, comprising strands β4 and β5 or strands β9 and β10, are formed as well. Continuing from this intermediate, strand β3 is joined to the two-stranded sheet, completing the three-stranded sheet of the first SR. That such an intermediate structure is possible is supported by the presence of this structural unit in both trimer and tetramer, comprising the first SR in the native-like arrangement. This suggests that the second SR, with two swapped units in both the first hinge loop region (residues G51-N53) and Fig. 3 . Structures of the P51G CV-N trimer and tetramer. (A) The P2 1 2 1 2 1 crystal structure of the P51G CV-N trimer. Cn1, Cn2, and Cn3 depict the first (gray), second (red), and third (blue) protomers and PM1, PM2, and PM3 represent the first, second, and third pseudomonomers, respectively. (B) The P2 1 2 1 2 1 crystal structure of the P51G CV-N tetramer. Cn1, Cn2, Cn3, and Cn4 depict the first (light blue), second (red), third (purple), and fourth (orange) protomers and PM1, PM2, PM3, and PM4 represent the first, second, third, and fourth pseudomonomers, respectively. (C) The C2 crystal structure of the P51G CV-N tetramer. Cn1, Cn2, Cn3, and Cn4 depict the first (green), second (azure blue), third (pink), and fourth (yellow) protomers and PM1, PM2, PM3, and PM4 represent the first, second, third, and fourth pseudomonomers, respectively. (D-F) 2Fo-Fc electron density maps (plotted at 1.0 σ) around the two hinge-loop regions, encircled in A, B, and C, respectively, that connect SR1 and SR2 (residues W49-F54) and strands β7 and β8 (residues T75-F80) in the P2 1 2 1 2 1 trimer (D), the P2 1 2 1 2 1 tetramer (E), and the C2 tetramer the second hinge loop region connecting strands β7 and β8 (residues R76-Q78), may only fold when encountering another part of the polypeptide chain. Starting from this intermediate, two possible paths exist: in one, the two-stranded sheet, composed of strands β6 and β7, folds onto the first SR while the remaining elements again only fold when encountering another chain. In the other, the remaining C-terminal elements (strand β8, helix α4, and the β9 and β10 hairpin) fold onto the two-stranded sheet, composed of strands β6 and β7, with the hinge region (residues G51-N53) playing a critical role in determining whether the protein folds into a monomer, in which both SRs fold intramolecularly, or into a 3D domain-swapped dimer, where the second repeat engages in intermolecular folding. Such an intermediate unit is seen as a component in the dimer, trimer, and tetramer.
Conclusion
The structural data presented here represent the most extensive set of 3D domain-swapped structures created from the same polypeptide chain to date. We showed that P51G CV-N is capable of forming numerous quaternary structures: a monomer, dimers, a trimer, and tetramers, exhibiting different ways of 3D domain swapping. Interestingly, two differently 3D domain-swapped dimer and tetramer X-ray structures were observed, illustrating the astounding plasticity of the CV-N protein, and possibly of proteins in general. In the case of CV-N, the opportunity to adopt different conformations, as provided by two hinge-loop regions, clearly plays a critical role in the formation of multiple structures for the same oligomeric state. Interestingly, our present study is in perfect agreement with other bona fide examples of proteins that demonstrate 3D domain swapping, irrespective of the secondary structures (coils, β-strand, or α-helix) of these hinge regions (29) . As to the question of whether the formation of these 3D domainswapped structures is simply a consequence of the experimental conditions, in particular, carrying out refolding at high concentration, it may be worth pointing out that these different structures may inform about intermediates on the folding landscape of this protein. Simply identifying the exchanged units within the 3D domain-swapped structures reveals distinct subunits of the monomer fold. These units may well be useful components when conducting computational studies aimed at uncovering the mechanism (s) of protein folding, using funneled energy landscape models.
Materials and Methods
Protein Expression and Purification. P51G CV-N was expressed and purified as described previously (20) .
Crystallization. Crystallization trials of dimer, trimer, and tetramer of P51G CV-N proteins were carried out by sitting drop vapor diffusion at room temperature, using drops consisting of 2 μL protein and 2 μL of reservoir solutions at a protein concentration of ∼30, ∼15, and ∼10 mg/mL for dimer, trimer, and tetramer, respectively. Well-diffracting crystals were obtained in 20% (wt/vol) PEG 8000, 0. Diffraction Data Collection and Structure Determination. X-ray diffraction data for the different crystals were collected up to 1.90 Å, 2.00 Å, 2.40 Å, 2.00 Å, and 1.92 Å resolution for the P3 2 21 dimer, the P2 1 2 1 2 dimer, the P2 1 2 1 2 1 trimer, the P2 1 2 1 2 1 tetramer, and the C2 tetramer, respectively, on flash-cooled crystals (-180°C) using a Rigaku FR-E generator with a Saturn 944 CCD detector or a R-AXIS IV image plate detector at a wavelength corresponding to the copper edge (1.54 Å). All diffraction data were processed, integrated, and scaled using d*TREK software (49) , and eventually converted to mtz format using the CCP4 package (50) . Crystallographic phase problems were determined by molecular replacement using a pseudomonomer of the wild-type CV-N dimer structure (PDB ID code:3EZM) (40), comprising residues 1-49 from the first chain and 54-101 from the second chain, as structural probe in PHASER (51) . After generation of the initial model, the chain was rebuilt using the program Coot (52) . Iterative refinement was carried out by alternating between manual rebuilding in Coot (52) and automated refinement in REFMAC (53) . A summary of the data collection parameters as well as pertinent structural statistics for all structures is provided in Table S1 . The overall geometry, rotamers, atom clashes, and Ramachandran plot quality were validated using the program MOLPROBITY (54) . All structural figures were generated with Chimera (55) or PyMOL (56) . The atomic coordinates and diffraction data for the P3 2 21 dimer, the P2 1 2 1 2 dimer, the P2 1 2 1 2 1 trimer, the P2 1 2 1 2 1 tetramer, and the C2 tetramer have been deposited in the Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics (RCSB) Protein Data Bank under accession codes 4J4C, 4J4D, 4J4E, 4J4F, and 4J4G, respectively.
Monomeric Model of P51G CV-N by Modeler. The monomeric structure of P51G CV-N was modeled using the solution structure of wild-type CV-N (42) as a template in the program Modeler (57, 58) . Residue 51 (Pro) in the wildtype CV-N sequence was simply replaced by Gly to create P51G variant. Expectedly, the structure of the generated model highly resembles that of the monomeric structures of the P51G containing CV-N mutants that were previously determined (21, 22) .
NMR Spectroscopy. The 2D 1 H-15 N HSQC spectra were recorded at 25°C to assess the "foldedness" of the four different oligomeric CV-N fractions that were separated by size-exclusion chromatography on either a Bruker AVANCE600 or Bruker AVANCE700 spectrometer, each equipped with a 5-mm triple-resonance, z axis gradient cryoprobe. All protein spectra were recorded for a 15 N-labeled sample in 20 mM sodium phosphate (pH 6.0), 3 mM NaN 3 , 10%/90% D 2 O/H 2 O. The protein concentrations ranged from ∼0.2 mM for the tetramer to ∼1.0 mM for the monomer. All spectra were processed with NMRPipe (59) and analyzed using NMRView (60) . β4  β5  β6  β7  β8  β9   β10   β1  β2 β3   β4  β5  β6  β7  β8   β9 β10   β1   β2   β3   β4  β5   β6   β7   β8   β9 β10   β1   β2  β3   β4  β5  β6  β7  β8  β9   β10   β1   β2   β3   β4  β5   β6  β7   β8 β9 β10   β1   β2   β3   β4   β5   β6  β7  β8 β9 β10 Fig. 4 . Possible folding pathways of P51G CV-N. The proposed model is based on the different single-chain components within the dimeric, trimeric, and tetrameric structures of P51G CV-N (see main text for details).
